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Abstract 
The so-called (Min, +) analysi.~ ,,Jay be viewed as an extension to the continuous case 
and to functional spaces of shortest path algebras in graphs. We investigate here (Min- 
Max) analysis which extends, in some similar way, minimum spanning tree problems 
and maximum capacity path problems in graphs. An endomorphism A of the functional 
Min-Max semi-module acts on any functional f to produce A I~ where, Vx: 
Af(x)  = Min{Max{A(x ,y) ; fO , )}  }. y 
We present here a complete characterization f eigenvalues and eigen-functionals of di- 
agonally dominant endomorphisms (i.e. such that Vx, Vy:A(x,x) = OA, A(x,y) >10A). It 
is shown, in particular, that any real value 2 > 0A is an eigenvalue, and that the associ- 
ated eigen-semi-module hasa unique minimal generator. © 1998 Published by Elsevier 
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I. Introduction 
Many path-finding problems in finite graphs may be formulated as solving 
linear systems in appropriate semi-rings namely dio'ids (see [6,19,9]). We recall 
here that a dioM (E, @, ®) is a set E endowed with two internal associative 
operations @ and ® and the following properties: 
• (E, ®) has a zero element ~: which is absorbing for ® (i.e. Va E E, a ®• 
=~" ® a=~) ,  
• (E, ®) is ordered with respect o the relation ~ defined by: a ~< b iff 3 c E E 
such that b = a @ c (canonical order with respect o ®), 
• ® is distributive with respect o @. 
As an example, the dioid (R, Min, +) composed of the set of reals together 
with the two internal aws Min (in place of addition) and + (in place of multi- 
plication) is the relevant algebraic structure for stating and solving the well- 
known shortest path problem via extended versions of classical algorithms in 
linear algebra (Gauss, Gauss-Seidel). Similarly, the dio'id (1~, Max, Min) is 
the appropriate algebraic structure to formulate and solve the problem of find- 
ing a maximum cafacity path in a graph, which, in the case of undirected 
graphs, is known to be essentially equivalent to the maximum (or minimum) 
weight spanning tree problem [9, Chapter 4]. 
In the continuous domain, and in order to solve some nonlinear PDE's (par- 
tial differential equations) [17,14,18] have pioneered a similar approach to func- 
tional analysis problems, under the name of idempotent analysis. 
In the case of {Min, +) idempotent analysis, a basic idea consists in defining 
the "scalar product" of two functionalsf and g as: 
(l',g) : int'{f(x) + g(x)}, 
X 
which gives the functional space an underlying structure of semi-module (in- 
stead of the classical vector field structure). 
This approach turns out to be particularly well suited to the solution of dif- 
t'erential eqaations or PDE's of the HAMILTON-JACOBI-BELLMAN type 
[! 6,3,18] which may be viewed as extensions to functional spaces of the shortest 
path problem. It is then possible to work out a unifying view of a whole branch 
of nonlinear analysis in a new variational-like formalism for l.s.c and u.s.c func- 
tionals [! 1-13]. 
In the present paper we will investigate algebraic structures involved in Min- 
Max (or Max-Mini idempotent analysis briefly sketched in [17], and further 
developed in [13]. 
In the case of Min-Max analysis, the scalar product of two functionalsfand 
g is defined as: 
(f,g) - M in{Max{f (x ) ;g (x )}  }. (1) 
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In the case of Max-Min analysis the scalar product is defined analogously 
(by exchanging Min and Max). This Max-Min case may be viewed as an an- 
aloguc, for the continuous case, to the one underlying the maxhnum capacity 
path problem in a graph. As will be shown in Section 4, this structure appears 
to be closely related to per,:olation problems in Physics. 
The basic structures of Min-Max analysis, namely the Min-Maxfunctional 
semi-module together with its endomorphisms are introduced in Section 2. Our 
main results concerning the existence of eigenvalues and the complete charac- 
terization of eigen-functionals and eigen-semi-modules will be found in Sec- 
tion 3. They may be viewed as extensions, to the continuous case, of 
previous results for the discrete case [7-9,2]. 
2. Endomorphisms of the functional Min-Max semi-module 
2.1. The fimctional Mitt-Max semi-module 
Let X be a reflexive real Banach Space. All the results to be presented here 
may be obtained either by using the strong topology on X or by using the weak 
topology on X. Therefore, throughout the paper, the concepts of convergent 
sequence, compact set, lower-semi-continuous f nctional, etc. may be interpre- 
ted either in the strong sense or in the weak sense. Of course, when 
X ~ R", (n E I~1), the two interpretations will be the same. 
A functional f :X  ~ R = I~ U {-oc} U {+~} is called inf-contpact if: 
V# ~ ~, the set {x/.f(x) ~< #}, is dosed and bounded in X (hence compact). 
Observing that lower semi-continuous functionals are characterized by the 
property that, V# E R, {x/f(x) <~ ll} is closed, it is seen that a inf-compact func- 
tional f is a l.s.c, functional with the additional property: f(x) ---, +oc when 
Ilxll --* Note that, in view of this, the infimum of such functionalsfis at- 
tained on X, therefore we may write Minx {f(x)} instead of infx {f(x)}. 
In the rest of the paper, we denote by F the set of all inf-compact functionals 
f : X ---, R bounded from below (3 0¢ E R : f(x) > ~ for all x), and with 
dom(f) = {x/f  (x)< +ec} -¢ 4}. 
We consider on F an internal law ~ (addition) and an external law ® (prod- 
uct) defined as follows: 
V.I" E F, Vg E F, f ~ g is defined as: 
(f  ® g) (x) = Min{f(x);g(x)}, (2) 
V~ E R, Vf E F, ~ C~, f is defined as: 
(~ ¢~ f ) (x )= Max{~;f(x)}. (3) 
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Since the pointwise minimum of two inf-compact functionals is infocompact, 
~, as defined above, is an internal law. Also the fact lhat, Vf E F, V~ E R : 
® f E F directly follows from the definition. 
In the dio'id (R, ~, ®) where ~ = Min, and ® = Max, e = +c¢ is the zero el- 
ement and e = -c¢  is the unit element. Then, (F, @) is a commutative (and id- 
empotent) mono'id with zero element denoted h ~ E F defined as: 
Vx E X h~(x) = 5. (4) 
It is easily checked that F, together with the internal aw @ and the external 
law ® has a semi-module structure on the dioid (R, @, ®), i.e. all the following 
relations hold: V), E R, V#~R,  V fEF ,  VgEF :  
2 ® ( f  @ g)=(2  ® f )  @ (2 ® g), 
(2 G ~) @ f=(2  ® f )  G (/t ® f ) ,  
), ® (/t ®f )=(2  ® #) ® f ,  
e®f=f ,  
t" ® f = h':, 
2 @ h ~" = h':, 
(F, ®, ®) will be called the Min-Max fimctional semi-module. 
2.2. Diagonally dominant endomorphisms in Min-Max analysis 
(s) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
Let (F, ~, ®) be ' ae Min-Max functional semi-module and let ,.~J denote the 
set of proper 1 inf-compact functionals A : X x X ---, R satisfying the following 
two conditions: 
(C I) Boundedness and diagonal uniformity: There exists a finite real value 0A 
such that 
(ll) 
(12) 
Vx ~ X : A(x,x) = OA. 
(C2) in f-diagonal dominance: V(x,y) E X 2 
A (x,y) >I 04. 
~f E .~t is said to be proper it; dom(f) = {(x,y)/f(x,y) < +~} ¢ ~b and V(x,y) ~ dom(f): 
f(x,y) > -~.  
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Remark. The fact that condition (C2) is referred to as "inf-diagonal 
dominance" may be justified as follows. In the dio'id (R, O, ®), the canonical 
order relation cx induced by the first law O = Min is defined by: 
Va, b6R,  a<xb =~ 3cER: a @ c=b.  
Since Eq. (12) ~s equivalent o 
Vx: A(x,x) <~ i nf{A(x,y)}, 
it may be written as 
Vx: y~ A(x,y) o~A(x,x), (13) 
y#x 
where the summation should be understood in the sense of • = Min in the 
dioid (R, @, ®). Eq. (13) is now recognized as the analogue to the classical con- 
cept of diagonal dominance. 
The following definition shows that any element of.~/corresponds to a func- 
tional operator on the Min-Max functional semi-module. 
Definition 1 (image o f f  E F through A E ~d). Let A E d .  The image of f E F 
through A, is the functional: X ~ R denoted A f, defined as: 
Vx E X :  Af(x) = Min{Max{A(' , ,y);f(y)}}. 
y6X 
(14) 
Observe that, for any fixed x, A,,x,y) is proper inf-compact w.r.t, y, therefore 
the functional Max{A(x,y);f(y)'t is proper inf-compact w.r.t, y, and thus, the 
minimum of this functional on X is well defined. 
Property 1 below shows that any A E .~ defines an endomorphism of the 
Min-Max functional semi-module. 
Property 1. Let A E d .  Then: 
O) Vf EF, A f  EF; 
(ii) V fEF ,  VgEF, Vo¢ E R, VILER: 
A(u ® f • fl ® g) = (or ® Af) ® ([3 ® Ag). 
Proof. (i) Let g = A f, in other words 
Vx: g(x) = Min{Max{A(x,y);f(y)} }. 
y 
Let us show that, Vp E-R: X~, = {x/g(x)<~/~} is closed and bounded, hence 
compact. 
xEX~, ::~ 3y: A(x,y)<~p and f(y)<~#. 
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Therefore, X~, is included in the projection of the compact set 
{(x,y)/A(x,y) <~ #}, on the space X, hence X~, is bounded. 
To show that X~, is closed, consider a convergent sequence {x~}k~x of ele- 
ments in X~,, with l im~_~(~) = ~. For all k E N, 3 yk such that 
g(x ~) = Max{A(xk,yk); f(.vk)} 
and, since g(x k) <~ # we have 
f( f l )<~# and A(xk,y~)~<#. ~. 
Since {(x,y)/A(x,y)<~#} is compact, there exists an (infinite) subsequence 
{Xk,fl}k~LcN converging to (~,y) for some ~ and A(2,y)~<lL. Since 
Y~, = {y/f  (y) ~< #} is closed, jr(y) ~< #. Therefore 
g(~) = Min{Max{,4(~,y);f(y)} } <~ Max{,4(~,y);f(y)} ~< l~- 
Y 
From this it follows that X~, is closed, and bounded. To show that g is proper we 
use conditions (CI) and (C2) for A. Since f CF, dom(f)¢~b,  so 
~y: f(Y) < +~ and, for such an y, A(y,y) < +co by (CI). Therefore 
g(y) ~ Max{,4(y,y);f(~)} < +c¢ which shows that dom(g) ¢ ~b. 
Now, from (CI) and (C2) we have that V(x,y) E X × X: A(x,y) >10A > -c~ 
which implies that, Vx: g(x) >10A. From all the above, we can conclude that 
g-Af  EF. 
(ii) This is easily obtained by first showing that A~f Og)= Af®Ag and 
then A(~ ®.f) = ~ ® ~If. The details of the proof are left as an exercise. [] 
In view of Property ! the elements of x,/ will be referred to as houmk,d 
it!f-diagonally dominant emiomorphisms. 
2.3. Product of endomorphisms 
Consider two endomorphisms ,4 E ,~ and B E ~'/. The product of A and B is 
the endomorphism C = A B defined as: 
V(x,y) E X 2, C (x ,y ) :  M!n{Max{,4(x,z);B(z,y)}.._..  (15) 
We observe that the above product is not commutative in general. 
Property 2. The prmh,'t defined hy Eq. (15): 
® is an htternal law of .~/; 
. is associative. 
Proof. We show that C satisfies (C l) and (C2). Vx E X we have 
C(x,x) = Min{Max{A(x,z);B(z,x)}}, 
zEX 
thus 
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C(x,x) <~ Max{A(x,x)zB(x,x)} < +oc. 
Also, since Vz: A(x,z) >f A(x,x) and B(z,x) >1 B(x,x) we have, for all z: 
Max{A(x.z);B(z,x)} >tMax{A(x,x);B(x,x)}. 
Therefore 
C(x,x) = Max{A(x,x);B(x,x)} = Max{O4:Os} = Oc > -oc. 
Finally C satisfies (C2) because 
C(x,y) = Min{Max{A(x,z);B(z,y)} } 
Z 
>1 Min{Max{A(x,x):B(y,y)} }. 
Therefore 
C(x,y) >1 Max{0,1; 0n} = C(x,x) = Oc. 
To show associativity, consider three endomorphisms A,B,C in .4. It is easy 
to check that, V(x, t) E X 2 
(AB)C(x.t) = Min~Min{Max{A(x,:~x l ,.~:x .v), B(y,z)" C(z,t)}} 
and that the same expression is obtained for A(BC)(x. t). [] 
2.4. Successire powers of an endomorphisn~ 
Due to the associativity property, the successive powers of A E .e/may be 
defined recursively as: 
Vn E ~, n >1 2, A"(x,y) = Min(Max{A"-l(x,z);A(z,y)} }. 
7.EX ~ 
Property 3. Let A E ,el. Then V(x,y) E X2: A2(x,) ') <<. A(x,y). 
Proof. AZ(x,y) = Min: {Max{A(x,z):A(z,y)}}. In particular, taking z =y  
above and using (C2) we have 
A2(x.y) <~ Max{A(x.y):A(y,y)} = A(x,y). 0 
From the latter property it is seen that, for all (x,y)E X 2, the sequence 
A(x,y),A2(x,y) . . . .  ,A"(x,y) is non-increasing. Since it is bounded from below 
by 0A = A(x,x) it is convergent. This leads to the definition of the endomor- 
phism A*. 
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Definition 2. We denote A* the endomorphism lim.-_.o~ A" defined by 
V(x,y) E X 2, A*(x,y) = lim A"(x,y). 
n---~oG 
Property 4. The endomorphism A* satisfies the following relations 
A* = (A*) 2 = AA* = A*A. 
Proof. We first show that A* = (A*) 2. 
Due to Property 3, we know that 
V(x,y) E X2: (A*)2(x,y)<~A*(x,y). 
Now, suppose that there exists some (~,y)~X 2 such that (A*)2(~,y)< 
A* (~,y). Let ~ > 0 satisfying 
< A'(~,y) - (A*)2(~,y). 
From the definition of (A*) 2, there exists ~, ~ X such that 
Max{A*(~,~,);A*(:,,y)} = 
From this we deduce that 
Max{A*(2,~,) + e; A'(~,,y) + e,} < A*(2,y). (16) 
For all (x,y) ~ X'-, the sequence {AP(x,y)}pE~I is non-increasing and converges 
to A'(x,y). Therefore 3P 6 • such that, Vp > P: 
< + 
3P' E ~ such that, Vp > p' 
Now, forp > Max{P,P'} we deduce from Eq. (16)that 
A'(~,y) > Max{A"(~,~,); Ae(~,~)} 
Min{Max{AP(~,z); ae(z,y) } } = A2P(X,y). 
The resulting inequality A*(~,y) > A'-P(X,y) contradicts the fact that the se- 
quence {AP(~, y) }p~ is nonincreasing and convergin~ to A*(~,y). 
Therefore we have proved that, V(x,y) ~ X 2, (A*) (x,y) = A*(x,y). We now 
show that A* = A*A. 
For all (x,y) E X 2 we have 
A*A(x,y) = Min{Max{A*(x,z); A(z,y)}}. (17) 
7. 
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Choosing z = y above, we get 
A*A(x,y) <~ Max{A*(x,y); A0',y)}. 
Since A (y, y) = 0A = 0A. = A* 0',Y), and A* (y,y) ~< A* (x,y), this implies 
A*A(x,y) <~ A*(x,y). 
Now, since A (z, y) >/A* (z, y), from Eq. (l 7) we get 
A*A(x,y) >t Min{Max{A*(x,z);A*(z,y)}}. 
Z 
Hence 
A*A(x,y) >1 (A*)2(x,y) = A*(x,y) 
which proves the desired result. The relation A* = AA* would be proved in the 
same way. [] 
3. Eigenvalues and eigen-functionais 
Definition 3. Given an endomorphism A E .d and ;L E R, f E F is called an 
eigen-functional for the eigenvalue 2 if and only if: Af  = 2 ® f .  
For A a d and for all/~ E 1~, let F t, C F denote the eigen-semi-module con- 
taining all the eigen-functionals of A for the eigenvalue /~. Also for 
A E .d, # E I~ and for arbitrary fixed y E X, let ~P~', denote the functional in 
F defined by 
Vx E X: ~;(x) = It ® A* (x,y) = Max{A*(x,y); #}. 
We can state 
Lemma 1. For an), lz E ~, y E X, q'-~ E F~,. 
Proof. A~'Y(x)= Min{Max{A(x,z); ~'~i(z)} }. Since 
Max{A(x,z); IP~',(z)} = Max{A(x,z);A*(z,y);la}, 
we obtain 
v { , } AtP~(x) = Min Max{A(x,z);A (z,y)},/~ 
2 
= Max{Min{A(x,z)A*(z,y)};p} 
= Max{AA*(x,y);l~}. 
From Property 4, AA*(x,y) = A*(x,y) thus, Vx 
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Aq'~i(x ) = Max{A*(x,y) ;  It} = Max{Max{A*(x ,y ) ;  #} ; ll} 
= Max{ ~,(x);V ,u} = # ® I/'),(x)." 
From this we get: A ~', = # ® ~",. [] 
Lemma 2. (i) Let It < 0,4. Then ~o E F~, =~ q~(x) ~ 0.4 for  all xEX.  
q~ E F l, =~ tp E Fi,, fo r  all It': It < #' <<. OA. 
(it) Let lt > OA. Then q E F t, =~ tp(x) >l lt /'or all xEX  and 
O,t ® q = tp. 
Molx'over 
It ® tp = 
Proof. (i) For all q E F we have 
Atp(x) = Min{Max{A(x ,y ) , tp (y )}   >>. Min{Max{0~,tp0,)} }, 
Y Y 
which shows that Vx: A~(x)  >1 0.4. Now assume that # < 0A and ~ E F~,. Then 
A~(x)  = # ® t#(x) = Max{#, tp(x)} >1 0.4 and this is only possible if ~(x) t> 0.4 
for all x E X. From this it is seen that 
Aq = # ® q~ = q~ = 0.4 ® tp = l /® q~ for all #' E lit, 0.4]. 
(it) Assume now that It > 04 and tp E F,. Thus, 
Min{Max{A(x,y): eP0')}  = Max{tp(x): l t}.  
.| '  
Taking y= x on the left handside we get 
Max{04: q(x)} i> Max{¢p(x): It} for all x E X. 
Suppose t0(Y) < It for some .~. We cannot have q(Y) >/0.~ (because, in the 
above inequality, tp(:~)>1 0.4 would imply q(~)>~ #); here we cannot have: 
~p(.~) < 0,~ either (because in the above inequality this would imply 0.4 >~ It). 
This proves that Vx E X: q~(x) I> It > 0A and # ® tp = 0.~ ® q~ = tO. [] 
From Lemma 1 it is seen that all # E I~ are eigenvalues, and for all 
#, F, # $. However, Lemma 20) shows that, for any eigenvalue # < 0.4, the as- 
sociated eigen-functionals are also eigen-functionals for larger eigenvalues. 
For It = 0.4 the constant functional q0, defined by tp0, (x) = 0,1 for all x E X 
is an eigen-functional for the eigenvalue It. Moreover, any functional tp such 
that tp <<. tpo, also belongs to E,.,. Indeed for all ep <~ tp0 ' we have: 
Aep(x) = Min{Max{A(x,  v). ¢PO')} } = Min{A(x, v)} = 04 
yCV " r -X  " ' 
= Max{ 0.,, ,#(x) }. 
In view of this, the rest of the paper will only consider the eigenvalues 
It > 0..a. Note that a similar situation occurs in the finite dimensional case as 
pointed out in [2]. 
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Lemma 3. Let p > OA. For all tp ~ F, we have: tp = I~ @ tP = Aq~ = A* tp. 
Proof. From Lemma 2(ii), q~ = p ~ ~p. Now, from the relation q~ = Aq~ we 
deduce tp = A2tp  = A3tp  = . . . .  We qow proceed to show that this also implies: 
q~ = A* q~. Since A >/A* we have ~p = A q~/> A* ~0. 
We now prove the reverse inequality. For all X c X there exists y ~ X such 
that 
A*tp(~) = Max{A'(Y,y); q~(y)} 
Vr. > 0, ~P ~ ~,  such that, Vp > P: 
A*(~,y) <~ A"(~,y) ~< A*(~,y) + ~:. 
Then, for any p >~ P, we can write 
Max{A*(~,P): ~0(y)} + ~: = Max{A'(Y,y) + r,: q)(y) + r,} 
~> Max{A ~ <~,y); ~p(y) + ~:} >i Max{A%~,y); q~(y)} 
Min{Max{A'(~.y): (P0')} } = A'(p(:~) = ~p(.~), 
Y 
thus, for all ~: > 0, we obtain the inequality: A*~p(~) + r/> (p(~) which shows 
that A't# >~ tp. From the above, the relation ~# = A'tp is deduced. [] 
In the definition below, an element q~ in F x corresponds to a mapping: 
X ~ F which, with each z E X associates q~ E F. 
Definition 4. Let H be any sub semi-module of F We call a generator o.f t t  any 
mapping • E H x C F v meeting the following condition: For any ~/~ E tt, there 
exists t# E F such that 
Vx E X: ~O(x) = (tp(.), @'(x)) -- Min{Max{tp(z) :q J (x)} }. -~X 
Lemma 4. For p > 0A ami for all q~ E b't,, there exists a functional h c F such that 
q~ can be expressed #t terms o f  the ip~. as 
~_ X: ,p(x) = Min~fMax{h(v): q~:(x)}} Vx 
yG~" k 
or, usfllg the soak," product (I): ~#(x) = (h, qJ,(x)), which shows that :he set 
' ' ." o.fF, , .  O,, = U.,.cx { t ,, } is a generator 
Proof. From Lemma 3, for p > 0A we have ~p = It G ,p = A*q~, therefore. 
~p = A*(p ~ ~#) which reads. Vx E X: ~p(x) = Min~. {Max{A*(x.y); Max 
{It; ~0(y) }} } = Miny { Max {A* (x, y); IC ~P0') } }. Hence 
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This proves that the desired result holds with h = tp. [] 
Lemma 4 shows that the set O, = Uy~," { q'~i}, composed of all distinct ele- 
ments of { q"~",/y ~ X} is a generator of F~,. Theorem 1 below provides a com- 
plete characterization of the eigen-semi-module by showing that G t, is the 
unique minimal generator of Fv. 
Theorem 1. Let A E ~,  IIE R,p > OA, and, for any. x EX ,yEX:  tpyt..~#v~) = 
p®A*(x,y)= Max{A*(x,y);p}. Then the set Gt, = Uy~x {q'~'~} is the unique 
minimal generator of Ft,. 
Proof. We already know from Lemma 4 that G~, is indeed a generator of F u. To 
prove minimality and unicity, it is enough to sb,ow that any tp~, in G cannot be 
expressed as a linear combination of other fanctionals in F~, different from ~P-~ 
(since in that case, each of the q'~', will have to belong to an)' generator of F~,). 
The proof is by contradiction. Using Definition 4, let us assume that, 
Vx EX: 
~Pi'i(x) = Min{ Max{h(:); q~(x) } } (19) 
with Z C X and, Vz E Z: ~ E F~, and ~ # q'" 
, i t  ° 
(a) By definition of q"i', we have 
~PI,(Y) = Max{A*(y,y);l~} = Max{0A,j~} = l~. 
Therefore there exists z' E X such that 
{hi--'): = l, i20) Max 
hence h(=') <~ p. Also, since qr-' E F~,, using Lemma 3 we have p ® qr-' = ~' .  
Now using Eq. (19) we may write, Vx E X: 
which shows that ~P~', <~ q,:'. 
q,:' (b) Applying Eq. (18) (see proof of Lemma 4) to E F~,, we have, for all 
xEX:  
q/(x) = Min~Max~/ ' " (x ) ,~ ' Max{ " "~'  /u/}}.< Cv/} 
and since Eq. (20) implies: q~:'0') <~ P we deduce from the above that 
which shows that qr" < ~P~I, and, using Eq. (21): ~" = ~i. This contradicts our 
initial assumption and this proves Theorem 1. [] 
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4. Examples of application 
A few examples are briefly discussed in this section. In the first example, all 
the calculations can be carried out explicitly, while for the next ones this is not 
the case, though the results from Section 3 guarantee the existence of eigenval- 
ues and eigen-functionals. 
Example 1. Consider the operator A defined on [~" × I~" by 
A(x,y)=O i f x=y,  
A(x,y) =f(x).f(y) i fx :~ y, 
where f :  1~" ---, R + is inf-compact with Minx{.f(x)} = k > 0. 
It is easy to check that .4 is inf-compact on [~" x [~" and satisfies (C1) and (C2). 
Let us compute A 2. For x ~ y we have 
A2(x,y) = Min{Max{~l(x,z);A(z,y)} } 
= Min{Max{A(x,x);A(x,y)}:Max{A(x,y);A(y,y)}; 
Min{:~,,:~ Max { A (x, z); A(z. y) } } } 
=Min{f(x)fO');Min{Max{f(x)f(z);f(Y)f(z)}}}:¢.,, 
= Min{f(x)f(y);k Max{f(x);f(y)} } = k Max{f(x);f(y)}. 
For x = y,A"(x,x) = O. Let us compute A 3. For x ¢ y we have 
AS(x,y) = Min{Max{A2(x,z);A(z,y) } } 
Mm A(x,y);A-(x,y); Min{..~ Max{f(z)f(z); kf(x); k.f(z) } } } 
: , t  V 
Min { f (x)f (y); k Max { f (x ); f (y) } ; Min{ Max { f (z)f (y); k f (x) } } 
= Min{f(x)f(y); k Max{f(x);f(y) }} = k Max{f(x);f(y) }= A2(x,y) 
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Forx = y we have A3(x,x) = O. We deduce from this that A 3 = A 2 and therefore 
A* = A 2. 
Example 2. We consider the operator R" × R" ~ I~ + defined as 
A(x ,y )=0 i fx=y,  
h(x,y) = f (x ) f (y )  + ; . l lx-  yll 2 if x # y, 
where f :  IR" ~ R ÷ is inf-compact and 2 a positive real constant. Though the 
explicit computation of A* seems to be impossible in that case, its existence 
is guaranteed by the results of Section 2, and Theorem I of Section 3 shows 
how eigen-functionals w.r.t, to arbitrary eigenvalues It may be deduccO from A*. 
Example 3. This example corresponds to applications related to connectivity 
problems or percolation problems in Physics. 
We consider here the Max-Min functional semi-module associated with the 
dioid (IIL Max, Min). So ® is now Max (instead of Min) and ® is Min (instead 
of Max). Also F has to be taken as the set of proper sup-compact functionals 
on X = ~" (here n = 2 for two-dimensional models, n = 3 for three-dimensional 
models). 
.~/is taken as a set of bounded diagonally dominant operators. For A E .4 
diagonal dominance correspond here to the condition 
V(x,y) ~ X 2 ,4(x,.r) >t ,4(x,y),A(y,y) >/A(x..v). 
Given an arbitrary real value 0 (which may be viewed as a thresho!d) we say 
that .~" and y are directly connected w.r.t, the threshold value 0 if A(x,y) >t O. 
An interesting question is then to ask whether, for any pair of distinct points 
x and y in X, there exists a path w.r.t, the threshold value 0 between x and j, 
(connectivity problem up to threshold 0). An answer to this problem will be ob- 
tained by computing ,4 ~ and checking whether, 
V(x. y) ~ X 2, r ¢: y, A* (x,.v) >1 0. 
This equation may be viewed as a percolation problem [!] in the case of a 
continuous distribution of particles in the space X (I~ 2 or ~3) and when 
A (x, y) can be interpleted as a potential of interaction between particles located 
at 3." and y. 
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